High Tech (North)
Monday, March 12, 2018 | 01:28 pm

WEATHER ALERT
Monday Afternoon Update...No real changes to the morning forecast. While a couple scattered snow

(perhaps mixed with rain) showers will be around beginning during the late evening (may even just be a
ﬂurry or sprinkle), overall it's more dry than not. The main time frame we're watching for snow to begin
ﬁlling in and becoming more widespread and steadier is after 3 or 4 AM as the coastal system strengthens
to our east. This is the better time frame to see accumulations (around an inch total on average) but mainly
light intensity and marginal temps will mean that pavements struggle to accumulate and likely can be
handled with just salt. Snow will be slow to completely exit Tuesday morning, but after 9 or 10 AM the risk
to pavements drops signiﬁcantly with temps warming into the 40s with partial sun returning in the
afternoon.

OVERVIEW
Start Time

End Time

Monday
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM

Tuesday
8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

Steadiest snow after
3-4 AM

Total

Snow Confidence

0.5 - 2.0"
Snow

No Accumulation

10%

Coating - 0.5"

30%

0.5 - 2.0"

50%

2.0 - 5.0"

10%

Less on pavements

HAZARDS
Hazard

Threat

Ice

Minimal

Snowfall Rate

Low

Description
Temps struggle to reach 32, icing unlikely
Snow is mainly light, but can have moderate bursts mainly after 3-4 AM.

FORECAST
Monday

Mostly cloudy with a sprinkle (perhaps a few wet snowﬂakes) becoming possible towards or
after sunset.
High 39 - 44 | NE winds 5 - 15 mph

Mon Night

Intermittent and scattered light snow showers during the evening (can still be mixed with
rain early) tries to becomes steadier at times after 3 or 4 AM.
Coating - 1.0" of Snow
Temps during snow 32 - 35 | NE winds shift NW 7 - 17 mph

Tuesday

Snow tapers oﬀ to ﬂurries 8-11 AM, then clouds give way to some peeks of afternoon sun.
Breezy.
0.5 - 2.0" of Snow (Storm Total. Less on pavements)
High 40 - 45 | NW winds 10 - 20 mph, gusts to 30 mph

Tue Night

Partly cloudy. Breezy, especially early on.
Low 24 - 28

Wednesday

Partly to mostly cloudy with a scattered snow shower threatening at times, mainly during the
afternoon. Breezy.
25% chance for a Scattered Coating - 0.5" of Snow (Pavement risk mainly towards sunset)
High around 40

Forecaster: Mark Miller

Next Update: As necessary
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